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About This Software

Main Features

Custom Formats:
Create any card formats you can imagine using the Card Blueprint tools.
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Collection Management:
Drag and drop to arrange your card collections as if they were on your table.

Vector Image Gallery:
Start prototyping even if you don't have the graphics with the thousands of icons in the included icon gallery.
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Card Editor:
Edit your cards data just by clicking over the element you want to change. Full What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG)

interface.

Print & Play:
Get your card fronts and backs as PNG/JPG images and a ready to print PDF file, with mark cuts, full edge bleeding and up to
500 dpi. See everything as you'll get it in the realtime preview of your print sheets.. Perfect for prototyping AND final printing.
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Intuitive UI:
Forget about clumsy UIs, start making cards in minutes and get your workflow to a new level with a modern and visual UI with

Google's Material Design.

Fully Documented and Supported:
Check the official guides to learn everything you need to know or ask anything in the Steam community page (we usually

answer within 12 hours).
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Title: Card Creator
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Pixelatto
Publisher:
Pixelatto
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Pentium or AMD Athlon 1.5 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Onboard graphics card with a screen resolution of at least 1024 x 768

Storage: 340 MB available space

English
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I have been looking for an easy to use card creator for quite some time now. I have used many online card building applications
and have debated buying access to websites for more features, however I've been a bit picky and none of them had exactly what
I wanted. I finally found this application and used it for a few weeks and was confident that I had found my new design tool. If
you're like me and want an easy to use, polished, full cycle, card creating experience, then this is the app for you.

I cannot stress enough how well this app is put together. The UI is incredibly intuitive and the export options are out of this world.
Of the 10+ other applications I have tried, none have even come close to CardCreator's level of professionalism and suite of
features. I was able to create a set of cards, test them in Table Top Simulator, iterate on their design, then actually print and play
with them. During that entire cycle I didn't have to worry about how I was going to make the cards, and instead was able to devote
more time to design and balance.

So you want to make a card game? Buy this application. You will use it, and you will love it. Not to mention that the forums are
active, including developers, and the product is still being updated with new stuff. I highly recommend this product and I will
continue to use it for years to come.. I really like where this is going. I really want the ability to import and exsport to photoshop
with the layers in tact. That is probably a huge overhall but I do plan to stream this as I learn more about it becuase I want to start
making character cards for my community. Overall this is a sweet tool to add to my toolbox. Please keep developing on this. Much
support!. You need simple prototype cards for anything, this program is pretty good for that. It's the quickest card maker program
out there.. Great Card software. Quick and simple to use, and gives me all the tools I've ever needed. Also it is easy to transfer the
cards into Table Top Simulator!. Very simple tool to use - I'm an amateur board game designer so have given this a whirl, and the
ability to transfer these images across to Tabletop Simulator (TTS) is an absolute dream.

You can quickly rustle up a deck of cards and playtest it in TTS (without the need for printing, cutting and cleaning up a mess).
Even better is that when you find changes to make, you just need to reopen the software and amend the deck with ease.

It's early days yet, and the user interface is almost too simple/basic, but it's important to keep in mind this is a playtest tool, evident
through the functions such as "duplicate card" or "duplicate deck". Playtest with this software, fool around with your mechanics,
and then take it to photoshop or another high-end software to produce the final product.

For the price, this is a great tool that, most importantly, will save you time over the long journey of playtesting.

Good luck!. So, you want to make a CCG/TCG?

This is a good starter program for someone wanting to make a a quick card game.

As stated in other posts, it is a little limited in what it allow you to edit, but can format basic formats for many TCGs out there. It
could be more editable, IMO, but you can always export to PNG and edit some coloring, or parts, further with other editors.

For what it is, and price, it's good, but could be better.
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Easy to start and prototype..less if you want a pro tool.
There is so much to improve from printing, editing, customisation, managing decks but is a really good start.

I can't wait to see the future features implemented,
I strongly suggest to improve all the aspects and continue listening feedbacks.

One day I dream a complete service with packaging, print and delivery (that is cheap).. So far it looks like it will do what I need
it to. Unfortunately I can not find any instructions or a user guide to actually use it correctly. Please send me the link to the
instructions or a how to video. Thank you I am giving it a thumbs up because I like what it can do but have not been able to
create any of the cards successfully yet.. I'm a game designer and for months now I have been looking for something to better
help me create card game prototypes. I didn't know exactly what it was but I knew it was software that would help me create
cards. Then I found this. As the name suggests, it is EXACTLY what I was looking for. It has all the features I need and it didn't
take long for me to figure out all the features (and it's relatively intuitive but you have to stick with it). Anything I couldn't
figure out I just asked the developer in the Steam forums and they responded promptly and gave me exactly what I needed to
know.

I have already made two awesome prototype decks and I found a local mom and pop joint that prints them for me for dirt
cheap. I cannot recommend this program enough.

10/10 (and I never rate something this highly! I usually always leave room for something better, but I honestly can't imagine
what could be better than this software for the job it does.). So, you want to make a CCG/TCG?

This is a good starter program for someone wanting to make a a quick card game.

As stated in other posts, it is a little limited in what it allow you to edit, but can format basic formats for many TCGs out there.
It could be more editable, IMO, but you can always export to PNG and edit some coloring, or parts, further with other editors.

For what it is, and price, it's good, but could be better.. At least a program to makes cards like "Magic" cards.

it has many limitations, like the screen size and can't be pull on hi res screen in full screen, the handle is a bit strange but it does
its jobs very well and very easily.

it is worth its price ? Surely and must be improved, at least it works and does the job.

New Hotfix (2.5.4):
Hi, CardCreators!

We bring you another sweet hotfix :D

Improvements. New Update (2.6) - "Data Mode":
Hi, CardCreators!

This new update may seem light, but it includes a much requested feature: Data Mode. With this new mode, you'll be able to see
and edit all your text-based fields (text, image and QRcode) way faster.
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You may change modes by clicking the mode button in collection screen (
).

New Features. Price changes:
As we approach version 2.6, we plan to raise Card Creator price to better represent all the features and work we've put into it.

This kind of software is often distributed in a software-as-a-service basis, with monthly suscriptions. We don't believe that
model fits Card Creator, so in order to sustain the development we need to raise the current price.

Our target price for this application will be $50. We will make progressive increases on the price as we release the next updates,
with the next one (2.6) being the most significant one to take into account for all the features we've already added and the ones
in that version.

On a side note, we now have a discord server you can use to talk with us and other Card Creator users.

Join it here: https://discord.gg/PRsspcd. New Hotfix (2.5.2):
Hi, CardCreators!

Here's another Hotfix for you to enjoy.

Improvements. New Update (2.5) - "Where have you been?":
Hi, CardCreators!

We are sorry for the long wait until the last update, but we are finally back in business with a big update focused on stability.

We've called this the "Where have you been?" update to cover ourselves in shame.

Here's the changelog:
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New features. New Hotfix (2.5.5):
Hi, CardCreators!

Hotfix aproaching!

Bugfixes. New Hotfix( 2.6.1):
Hi, CardCreators!

we wanted to speed up your workflow with the latest version and instead we made the app really unresponsive. This patch
ammends the performance issues shown specially in large collections.

New Features. New Hotfix (2.5.1):
Hi, CardCreators!

Here's the first Hotfix of 2.5 to fix some errors we detected recently.

Improvements. New Hotfix (2.4.2):
Hi, CardCreators!

We're back after the holidays vacations and we have some fixes for the issues you reported during december.

Here we go.

Bugfixes. New Hotfix (2.5.3):
Hi, CardCreators!

This is an emergency Hotfix!!

Bugfixes
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